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! The invention relates generally to a fuel injection system for an internal combustion engine, and more particularly to a fuel injection system for
an internal combustion engine of the type having a fuel intake branch and fuel injection valves associated with each of the intake branches. A fuel
injection system for a multi-cylinder internal combustion engine is disclosed in European Published Patent Application No. 0 303 777 A2. In this
system, each of the intake branches is assigned a fuel injection valve and a fuel pump for each of the intake branches has a delivery chamber
whose volume is adjustable as a function of the rotational speed of the engine and a temperature-responsive control valve for each of the delivery
chambers. An injection system for an engine of this type which is ready for use with common fuel is to be manufactured at low cost and such
injection system has as few parts as possible and consequently requires a small number of assembly steps. An object of the present invention is to
provide a fuel injection system for an internal combustion engine with a small number of components which, as a function of its configuration, is
ready for use with common fuel as well as, conversely, is ready for use without fuel. The idea on which the present invention is based is to assign
two valves for each intake branch to control at least two injection valves. A fuel injection system of the type mentioned at the outset is therefore
constructed in a simple manner and is ready for use with common fuel. It is furthermore possible to ensure that there is a uniform distribution of
fuel in the air-fuel mixture that forms during the combustion of the mixture. The distribution of the fuel in the air-fuel mixture is determined with
increasing frequency by the valves. For this purpose, at least one of the valves has, in the flow path of a fuel stream, a swirl-producing element.
The valve is thereby guided in such a way that the fuel stream issuing from the valve is swirled by means of the swirl-producing element. Other
objects, advantages and novel features of the present invention will become apparent from the following detailed description of the invention
when considered in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. Ask HN: What is the best alternative to a software to schedule time for daily
activities? - sebh I have been looking for a software for some time now. But i found none. I am not sure whether it is a good idea to write a
software for it or not. Please let me know your opinions about it ====== Lx1oG-AWb 6d1f23a050
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